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Epic summoners 2 guide

Welcome to the Epic Summoners 2 level list, where we rate each hero based on his abilities and stats. Use this level list as a beginner's guide to Epic Summoners 2 to know which heroes are worth getting into and investing in. Epic Summoners 2 Tier List Overview In Epic Summoners there are plenty of 5 star heroes
and that's because this is a direct sequel to Epic Summoners, so there are more heroes than you'd expect in your typical idle RPG gacha game. Each hero belongs to one of the four classes: Warrior, Wizard, Ranger and Priest. Each of them will have HP, ATK, DEF and SPD. But what separates Epic Summoners 2 from
other hero collector games are team attacks. They are really cool and run while pairing some heroes together. There is also a pet system where you can equip one pet for your team of 6 heroes. There are pets like Natural, Dark and Light. In this list of levels, we will keep track of all 5-star heroes, as almost all of them
have 3 to 4 skills (passive or active) and will show up as better compared to 3- and 4-star heroes. In this list of Epic Summoners 2 levels, we will use Levels B, A S and SS. The hero, who works really well in Arena, Dragon Tower and Adventure Gate (story mode), gets the SS level. Without further ado, here's epic
summoners 2 tier list: SS Tier Heroes in SS Tier are very good at all Epic Summoners 2 content: Arena, Dragon Tower, Story mode. They also have very strong skills that are much better and useful compared to other heroes. The only difference between SS and S-level heroes can be team combos, and sometimes
Level S surpasses the SS hero if they are placed in a better team combination. With Tier Very good heroes, versatile skills and can do any content without too much stress. Their team-up combos can also be very deadly. Tier Pretty good heroes, but some of their skills are bland, so they are placed at this level. They are
still almost S-level heroes and with the right team combo can increase their value tenfold. B Tier Nice have heroes, but definitely not worth investing if you get unlucky and constantly still get B tier heroes. Still, if you like the way they look and just want to have fun with their favorite heroes who are in B-level - no problem,
it's just a game, after all! As you can see in this guide, with a list of Epic Summoners 2 levels, we've covered a lot of five-star heroes. Please note that these level lists are based only on our own feedback, experience and consultations received from other experienced players. Epic Summoners 2 is an RPG hero collector
game FT games. In the game, you collect heroes, assemble and upgrade your own team and bring them into battle. There are over 50 unique heroes in the game, all with unique and playstyle. Epic Summoners 2 is available on Android via Google Play. To help help From Epic Summoners 2, we have compiled this guide
that will teach you the basics of the game, as well as tips and tricks on how to become a better player. Epic Summoners 2 is a complex game with lots of features and goals. Therefore, many become overwhelmed when they enter the game for the first time. This guide will help you quickly understand the game and its
main features. Content Basics of the game In Epic Summoners 2, the main goal is to progress the campaign by defeating the levels of enemies. You can find the campaign inside adventure gate, which is located on the main screen. To challenge the stage, press the sword icon on the right side directly above the stage
number. Before entering the battle, you will need to assemble a team with your collection of heroes. You can have a total of 5 heroes in battle at once with the following composition: three heroes on the back line, two heroes in the middle and one hero in front. When you are in battle, all heroes, including enemies,
automatically attack each other depending on who has the greatest speed. Once all the heroes have attacked, the cycle begins again. If you don't pull out an enemy team 15 rounds ago, you lose. If an enemy team takes out your team, you lose. Heroes have two attacks, a basic attack and a special attack. Basic
attacking enemies charge the hero's special attack. When the hero has charged his special attack, he will use it at the next turn. Assembling and improving your team is a major part of any hero collector like Epic Summoners. There are several ways to earn rewards to help you upgrade your heroes and summon new
ones, such as beating levels, completing missions, and collecting idling rewards. If you're stuck at the campaign level, check out other things you can do in the game, such as Dragon Tower, Guild Dungeons or Expeditions. All of these will help you progress by allowing you to get resources that you can use to upgrade
your team. Summon new heroes Not only is getting new heroes in Epic Summoners 2 an exciting part of the game, but it's also a great way to improve the strength of your team. By replacing a hero who generally does not perform well, you can significantly increase your chances of winning the battle. Although not
always, 5-star heroes are in most cases better than those with worse stellar ratings. It is therefore much rarer to get a 5-star hero than a lower-star hero. Even if you don't get a hero that you think can replace someone on your team, it can still be very valuable because you can dismantle heroes you don't need and in
some cases use them to climb other heroes. The main way to get new heroes in the game is through the accidental invocation of a feature known as Magic Code. In the magic code, you can exchange keys or gems for random heroes. There are three types of subpoenas, the first of Requires you to have silver keys,
second gold keys and third gems: The Purple Book gives the best heroes, but also costs gems that are harder to come by than gold and silver keys. You will also receive a free subpoena from this method every 24 hours. Blue Book gives decent heroes and requires gold keys that you can find from chests and other
semi-frequent rewards. The Green Paper gives the worst heroes invouring types, but requires only silver keys that are easy to obtain. You can get them from many things, including idle rewards and quests. There are also other ways to get new heroes in the game, such as buying fragments from stores, opening a
progressive chest and participating in events. If you are looking for a specific hero, try using one of these methods, because they often allow you to choose / buy the hero you want. However, most of the heroes you earn during the game will come from three types of subpoenas in the magic code. Claim your rewards
Make sure you claim all the rewards the game throws at you daily. Especially at the beginning of your journey, there are plenty of rewards to collect. Here are some of the most important rewards to collect: Idle Rewards – Rewards earned passively by your team even if you are offlineOnline rewards – rewards for being
online for a certain period of timeMissing points – points you can send to your friends every day New player rewards – rewards given to new players in completing certain tasksDaily rewards – you can claim rewards just by logging into the game Idling will be your main source of EXP and other resources used to upgrade
your team throughout the game. You can hold a total of 12 hours worth of idle rewards at once, so go claim at least every 12 hours to maximize your earnings. The remaining rewards above mostly provide special resources such as keys, gems, devices, chips and crystals. Fill out your friends list You should fill out your
friends list as soon as possible. Every day, you can send friendship points to all your friends, and they can send them to you. Once you get to level 50, unlock a friend's boss who you can challenge by spending friendship points. You can use three of your own heroes and six of your friends' heroes to challenge your boss's
friend. After a fight with the boss, you get a chest that contains a number of silver and gold keys depending on the amount of damage you give the boss. In one duel with a friend of the boss we got 13 gold keys and 12 silver keys and it only costs 20 friendly points to challenge that. Therefore, you should fill out your
friends list as soon as possible so you can start farming the keys. To get more friends in Epic Summoners 2, you can go to the world of chat and add someone there, or simply write to add me. It is likely that many people will accept your request or add you. You can also go to the Friends tab on the left side of the main
screen, tap the Find tab, and add all those suggested here. Even if you're not level 50 yet, go ahead and fill out your friends list as you can stock up on friendship points and then use them once you get to level 50. Expedition, Dragon Tower and Magic Cube Occasionally you find yourself stuck at some level in the
campaign. When you do so, look for other content where you can manage the resources to upgrade your team. The most important of these is the expedition. The expedition is similar to labyrinths in other idle RPG games, where you advance through the maze by defeating enemy platforms. Be sure to challenge the
expedition before resetting to maximize your rewards. To access the expedition, press the Party bubble in the upper-right corner of the main screen and press the Shipping button. Inside, you can move to a platform adjacent to the platform you're currently on, so plan your route. You will earn rewards from each platform
you defeat, but tons more from the final level of each stage. The Dragon Tower is a series of floors, each with a floor protection team. Each floor becomes increasingly difficult, so just do as much as you can until you get stuck on the floor. Once you've improved your team enough, come back and make up for the floors
you can now beat. Another great building in the game is the Magic Cube. Here you can challenge bosses and earn rewards based on the amount of damage you give. Rewards from Magic Cube include hero fragments, gems, gold and other resources for forging, etc. To upgrade your heroes to keep up with the
increasing difficulty of enemies in Epic Summoners 2, you need to upgrade your heroes. There are several ways to do this, including leveling up, ascending, equipment and upgrading equipment. Different resources are required for each of these methods, which is why you might consider how to upgrade a hero. If in the
long run you do not plan to use a particular hero, you should not spend level chips on him, because they are much heavier than gold and spirit. You can get to the level of a hero that you don't need later if you really need it, but in later levels it's very expensive. Therefore, it is recommended not to grade heroes more than
three times if you do not need them for a long time. The device can be unequi equipped and given to another hero, so go ahead and upgrade as much as you want, and give it to anyone, you can always give it to someone else. When you dismantle a hero, you get about 80% of the gold and spirit you spent on it, but far
fewer chips. For this reason, you can also, within reasonable limits, throw a ton of gold and spirit into heroes you don't need later to move faster. Follow the progress missions It's a great idea to track advanced missions and challenges in In the upper right corner of the main screen, you can always find a mission that
asks you to do something. After these missions you will get on the right path, and will help you immensely because of the rewards you receive after completing them. Rewards for clearing advanced missions include everything from keys to arena badges. Quests are another great way to get your hands on some great
rewards like gems, fire crystal and keys. All your quests can be found in the lower right corner of the main screen under the quests tab. Join the Guild Entrance to the Guild comes with many advantages, such as increases, and of course access to guild cellars and guild trade. Guild Dungeon is a series of special battles
that you have access to in the guild. The number of battles you can make inside the guild dungeon depends on the progress your guild has made here. Like the expedition, the guild dungeon resets after a while. Completing battles in the dungeon guild gives you rewards, including guild coins that you can spend in the
guild shop. The guild shop is located under the third tab inside the store. To access it, click on the green shop owner on the left side of the main screen and press the tower icon on the right. You can buy many great things, including random fragments of the hero. The guild shop resets after a few days, so you don't have
to spend guild coins on something you don't need if you run out of fragments to buy - just wait for the guild store to reset instead. Test your skills in the arena When you have built a great team, you can try them against other players playing in the arena. Arena is a PvP system in Epic Summoners 2 that has a rating
system so you can see how you rank against all other players. Fighting against other players is not only a fun experience, but also gives you some great rewards. Therefore, we recommend that you get all your free arenas running whenever you can. You can get a lot of great 5 star heroes from the arena shop that deals
with arena coins. To get more arena coins, all you have to do is fight in the arena. With all these tips and tricks presented in this guide, you are now ready for epic Summoner 2 and become a great summoner. If you have any tips or tricks that you think should be in this guide, you can share with us in the comments
section below. Below.
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